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ABSTRACT

Conventional telepresence systems allow remote users to see

one another and interact with shared media and documents, but

users cannot make eye contact, and gaze awareness with respect

to shared media and documents is lost. In this paper we describe

a remote collaboration system based on a see-through display

to create an experience where local and remote users are seem-

ingly separated only by a vertical sheet of glass. Users can see

each other and media displayed on the shared surface. Face

detectors on the local and remote video streams are used to in-

troduce an offset in the video display so as to bring the local

user’s face, the local camera, and the remote user’s face image

into collinearity. This ensures that when the local user looks

at the remote user’s image, the camera behind the see-through

display captures an image with the ‘Mona Lisa effect’, where

the eyes of an image appears to follow the viewer. Experiments

show that our system is capable of capturing and delivering re-

alistic, genuine eye contact as well as accurate gaze awareness

with respect to shared media.

Keywords— eye contact, gaze awareness, remote collabora-

tion, natural interaction, immersive experiences

1. INTRODUCTION

The best remote collaboration systems in existence today strive

to create the illusion that the remote and local meeting par-

ticipants are in the same room. Using high quality audio vi-

sual capture and rendering as well as low-latency compression

and streaming, these systems are able to deliver high fidelity

imagery and sound across the globe without noticeable delay.

Carefully designed rooms with large displays can present the

remote users at the same size as they would appear if they were

in the same room. To a large extent, all these pieces work to-

gether to successfully recreate a realistic meeting experience.

While these high end systems come close to reproducing the

experience of co-located meetings, there are still technological

barriers to be overcome before remote meetings can be as nat-

ural and effective as physical face-to-face meetings, particularly

in cases where participants interact closely and/or with shared

content. In this paper we address the following problems:

Eye Contact. One of the most important aspects of person-to-

person social interaction, eye contact is still not fully supported

in video conferencing systems on the market today. We would

like to allow a user to be able to make eye contact when they

look at the remote user’s image. This is not possible with to-

day’s displays and camera systems, where the camera is typi-

cally placed above the display and the user can only look at the

display or the camera, but not both. This discrepancy is exac-

erbated in collaborative set-ups where the use is closer to the

system.

Gaze Awareness. The accurate communication of eye gaze is

also crucial in collaboration tasks. Conveying the focus of the

remote users attention (or lack thereof) with regard to the shared

content (e.g. “are they looking where I’m pointing?”) is an im-

portant part of establishing the intersubjectivity required for ef-

fective communication. In today’s systems, typically the shared

documents are displayed separately from the user screens, and

gaze direction is rarely conveyed correctly.

These problems are particularly important in designing col-

laboration systems to support small 1-on-1 meetings, where

users are typically interacting at much closer distances and of-

ten work with shared content. In this paper we present our solu-

tion based on recent developments in see-through screen based

collaboration systems. Specifically, we build upon the Connect-

Board system [1] to enhance it to provide further improvements

in the key attributes of eye contact and gaze awareness. We

show that in the case of a 1-on-1 meeting, we can deliver both

genuine eye contact as well as correct gaze awareness.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

[2] recently used a light field display in combination with a real-

time 3D capture system to deliver one-to-many eye contact. The

light field display however was only big enough to display one

user’s head, and the capture system is unable to recreate fine

features like hair. [3] uses a virtual environment and this allows

perhaps the most flexibility, but the system uses 3D polygon

avatars that are not photorealistic. [4] also places users in a

virtual environment, but uses texture-mapped models to create

more natural-looking avatars that can convey richer facial ex-

pressions. [5] uses 3D graphics to modify images to improve
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Fig. 1. Part of a ‘see-through screen’ system. User A creates some content R on the screen. Camera CA captures A’s image through

the screen (but not the projected content). This image is mirrored left to right and combined with the shared content for display for

user B (right). Not shown is the reverse path where B’s image is captured by camera CB , mirrored and displayed with the shared

content on A’s screen.

facial expressions and gaze awareness. [6] exploits experimen-

tal evidence on the asymmetry in the perception of eye contact

to design a system that places a camera above a display since

sensitivity to gaze in the downward direction is lower than in

other directions. However the visual angle between the cam-

era and the eyes rendered on the display has to be less than 5◦,

which places a strong constraint on the size of the rendered im-

age as well as viewing distances.

2.1. See-through Displays

In order to achieve eye contact at close range to a large display,

the camera needs to be behind the screen, shooting through the

display. There have been many previous attempts at see-through

displays in the past. The Teleprompter [7], which is widely used

today by television newscasters and public speakers, is an early

example. While Teleprompters are one-way communication

devices, similar devices like Gazecam [8] and the EuroPARC

Reciprocal Video Tunnel [9] were used in teleconferencing sys-

tems. These systems allow users to look at the remote user’s

image while looking into the camera at the same time. Using a

half silvered mirror, which is typically angled at 45◦ from the

display, results in a large footprint. Stray reflections off the mir-

ror can also create distracting views say of the ceiling or floor.

Creating eye contact using this method thus typically results in

deep enclosures that limit the range of usable viewing angles.

A creative variation of the half-silvered mirror technique was

used in ClearBoard [10], where a polarizing film was sand-

wiched between a projection screen and a half mirror. The sys-

tem has a ‘drafting table’ design where the work and display

surface is placed at a 45◦ angle, and a camera captures the mir-

ror image of the user from above. Images from the display are

blocked by another polarizing filter on the camera to ensure that

only the mirror image is captured. However the drafting ta-

ble design produces an unnatural view of the remote user, who

would appear to be leaning backwards while working on the

shared surface, even though he/she is sitting upright.

Another way to create a see-through display is to use switch-

able liquid crystal diffusers, a technique demonstrated by Shiwa

at NTT [11]. Such a diffuser can switch quickly between two

states: transparent and diffusing. In the transparent state, syn-

chronized cameras can capture images of the user. In the dif-

fusing state synchronized projectors can render images of the

remote user. This technique was also used in blue-c [12]. More

recently SecondLight [13] used a switching diffuser to allow

projection onto objects above the screen, enabling viewing of

overlay visualizations. The switching diffuser technique allows

smaller footprints and wider viewing angles. The key technical

limitation as reported in [10, 14] is that currently available dif-

fusers may not switch fast enough, especially in larger screens,

resulting in flickering images. It is possible to overdrive the

screens to achieve higher switching frequencies, but transition

times between the two states are still significant enough to re-

duce the actual duty cycles of both the synchronized projector

and camera, resulting in dim or noisy images.

Instead of half-mirrors or switching diffusers, Touch-

Light [15] uses a screen that diffuses only light incident from

pre-specified angles, and allows light to pass through otherwise.

This gives a transparent screen which can display images if the

projector is placed at the right location. It does not require spe-

cial synchronized cameras and projectors, thus offering greater

freedom for designers. However as the diffuser bounces light

from the projector back into the camera as well, this backscat-
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Fig. 2. The gaze problem. (left) User A is looking directly at user B’s image. However, from camera CA’s viewpoint, A appears to

be looking to their left. When this image is relayed to user B (right), B does not get the sense that A is looking directly at B. The

reverse situation is similar, so neither party feels that eye contact is being established.

tered portion of the displayed content gets superimposed on the

image of the user captured by the camera.

The HoloPort [14] and ConnectBoard [1] systems use similar

transparent screens, together with various techniques to separate

the light from the projected images from that captured through

the projection screen by the camera. Holoport uses temporal

multiplexing, alternating projected images with image capture.

ConnectBoard uses wavelength multiplexing, in which differ-

ent, non-overlapping sets of wavelengths are used for projec-

tion and capture. The idea is that if the projector outputs light in

spectral ranges that do not overlap those observable by the cam-

era, the camera will not sense the backscattered light emitted

from the projector. A wavelength multiplexed projector-camera

pair can be built with the use of interference filters originally

designed for viewing stereoscopic 3D movies [16].

These ‘see-through screen’ arrangements allow for capturing

an image of the remote user from a viewpoint that corresponds

to that of the local user, as if they were co-located either side

of a glass screen (except for the mirroring necessary to keep the

content intelligible). Part of such a system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

See-through screen systems recreate a whiteboard-like collabo-

ration experience, in which the users are not constrained to stand

at the center of the screen, but instead are free to move about the

area in front of the screen and use its whole surface for interac-

tion. This causes a problem with communicating eye-contact,

as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this paper we present a method for

better communicating eye-contact in a see-through screen col-

laboration system, irrespective of user position.

3. OUR SOLUTION

To capture a view of a remote user that communicates eye-

contact, that user must be looking directly into the camera [17].

The image presented to the local user is then one in which the

remote user appears to look straight out of the screen. It has

been noted that the eyes of a static portrait appears to follow the

observer [18]. By virtue of this “Mona Lisa effect” the image

will appear to the local user to be looking at them, irrespective

of their relative positions on and in front of the screen.

In order to have the local user look into the camera when

attempting to make eye contact with the remote user, the image

of the remote user is shifted so that it lies on the path between

the local user and camera. On a see-through display, this means

that we can achieve realistic eye contact by ensuring that the

camera, the eyes of the local user, and the image of the remote

user’s eyes are collinear, as shown in Fig. 3. The amount of shift

is equal to the difference between the position of the local user’s

face captured in the local camera, and the position of the remote

user’s face captured in the remote camera. By symmetry, this

means that the amount of shift on the two connected systems

are equal and opposite.

3.1. Gaze and Shared Media

An important property of see-through screen collaboration sys-

tems is that they enable accurate communication of user gaze

and gestures with respect to the shared media. For example

user A can point at a part of the shared content and look to see

whether user B is following the gesture, or concentrating on

some other part. Thus, when the image of the user is shifted,

the content needs to be shifted accordingly. Since the user and

shared media are at difference distances from the camera, it

would seem that the user image and shared media images need

to be shifted differently. As it turns out, since the user image is

ultimately projected onto the same plane as shared content, the

required amount of shift is identical for both user and content

images. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Recall that the magnitude of the shift is the same in both
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Fig. 3. Fixing the gaze problem. (left) The image of user B is shifted so that it is displayed on a line between user A’s head and the

camera CA. In this way CA captures an image of A looking directly into the camera. The mechanism for achieving this is shown for

the display of A’s image to B: face detectors are run on the images captured by cameras CA and CB to determine the positions of

A’s and B’s heads respectively (the red bounding boxes). The location of B’s head indicates the desired position of user A’s image

(so that it will lie on the line B-CB). The image from camera CA is then shifted (red arrow) so that the detected face of A lines up

with this desired position.

paths, only the direction is different. Hence the content shift

going from A to B is undone by the shift from B to A, so that the

content locations remain consistent. Shifting the screen image

introduces a blank area as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This actually

has two useful properties. Firstly it serves to indicate to each

user the extent of the screen area that can be used for shared

content (note also that the non-usable area is always farthest

from the user). Secondly its dynamic coupling to the users’

shifts in position tends to induce users to move in such a way as

to maximize the collaboration area.

3.2. Implementation and Experiments

For our experiments we use the ConnectBoard see-through dis-

play solution because the system can be built with off the shelf

components, requiring no custom electronics to synchronize the

projectors and cameras. An additional benefit is that the projec-

tors and cameras can operate at their respective optimal frame

rates and exposure settings since temporal synchronization is

not necessary.

We implemented the face alignment algorithm using a ver-

sion of the Viola-Jones face detector [19] optimized for video

processing based on staggered sampling [20], where a coarse

sampling grid is shifted between video frames so that all points

on a fine grid is sampled over a number of frames. The al-

gorithm is integrated into a media streaming and compression

framework [21] and Fig. 5 is an illustration of our data flow

processing pipeline.

Our prototype runs in real time and we were able to test the

eye contact enhancement algorithms, as shown in Fig. 6. In

our experiments, users reported that they were able to make eye

contact with remote users, and they were also able to correctly

infer the gaze direction with respect to shared media, as shown

in Fig. 7.

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a novel solution for delivering genuine eye

contact and accurate gaze awareness in small 1-to-1 meetings.

As the system uses high quality low latency audio and video,

the experience created is natural and realistic. The ability to

make eye contact and use nonverbal communications like gaze

and gestures effectively enables richer and more intimate inter-

actions than existing systems.

For future work, a more detailed study of gaze perception on

a see-through display set up would help shed light on possible

enhancements that may make the collaboration experience even

more natural and engaging. In particular, it would be useful to

understand the effect of our shifting operations to the perceived

‘mental image’ [22], [23], [17], and understand the limits of

the ‘Mona Lisa effect’ [24],[25] to induce the perception that

one is making eye contact. We are also looking at ‘pseudo-3D’

effects [26] that may enhance the user experience.
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